
Infinite Beauty shares the details on one of
their best selling exclusive Skincare Range

Infinite Beauty Apeiro

Exclusively developed by Infinite Beauty,
the brand's Apeiro skincare range has
been a huge hit with customers.

BOCA RATON, FLORIDA, UNITED
STATES, August 29, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Taking its name
from the Ancient Greek word for
'infinite,' Apeiro by Infinite Beauty
combines vitamins, minerals, and
compounds, all of which are certified
organic and entirely natural. According
to the brand, Apeiro banishes wrinkles,
blemishes, lines, and many other what
it calls 'unsightly skin complaints.'

Available exclusively from Infinite
Beauty's spa locations, its website and
a further dedicated site especially for
the Apeiro line-up, ingredients used to
formulate the range include green tea,
jojoba oil, and grape seed.

"Green tea, jojoba oil, and grape seed
are all demonstrated to provide the
gentle yet powerful nutrition which our
skin needs to look its absolute best,"
suggests Eric Inbar, Infinite Beauty's
vice president of operations. "Each and
every Apeiro product formula has been
painstakingly clinically tested to ensure
outstanding and dramatic results
which speak for themselves."

Inbar goes on to explain that Infinite
Beauty refuses to use anything but the very best in terms of ingredients. "Apeiro products
contain fully-certified organic ingredients," he explains, "thus ensuring that even the most
sensitive skin types can enjoy the results afforded by the range."

Customer feedback has been incredibly positive for the product line-up too. "For a while
already," says one Infinite Beauty client, "I've been noticing the bags around my eyes getting
bigger. However, I recently had the pleasure of being one of the first people to try out Apeiro
Products, and let me tell you, not only was I not disappointed, I was truly blown away."

The customer, New York City-based Peggy Brain, continues, "I love everything about Apeiro, from
the outstanding results, right down to the attractive product packaging. The scents and textures
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of the products are amazing too."

Revealing more about Ms. Brain's experience with the product range, Infinite Beauty's vice
president of operations continues, "Ms. Brain further adds that she's been able to see a
significant difference in the skin under her eyes, and told our team that people are regularly
telling her that she looks great!"

Praise from other Infinite Beauty clients for Apeiro goes on to mention its "instant results" and
highlight the "exquisite feel" of the products.

Infinite Beauty proposes that Apeiro represents a viable, entirely non-invasive alternative to
cosmetic surgery, suitable for customers of all ages. "We invite clients to give their skin the
attention and care needed for the much-coveted vibrant and youthful look," suggests Inbar.

"Your skin deserves Apeiro," he adds, wrapping up, "and you deserve Apeiro too."

The Apeiro range is available now exclusively from Infinite Beauty, in-store or online. To find out
more, please visit http://www.infinitebeautyusa.com/ or http://www.apeirotreatments.com/.
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